Product Overview
We focus on designing and building innovative products, but we will never sacrifice ease
of use or reliability. We know what matters to you is that your controls work. That’s why we
build in advanced functionality that’s easy for your people to use. Our commitment to reliability
is demonstrated by our backward compatibility with former product generations. This forward
thinking is consistent with Alerton’s rich history of technology innovation. Alerton is committed
to providing the best service and support, product reliability and value to make your buildings
work.
Alerton offers total building solutions through its complete and flexible BACnet®-based BACtalk®
product line.
Integration nation
The Alerton Integration Engine suite of products is a natural fit with Alerton’s
core line of BACtalk controllers as they provide building owners with an
effective way to protect their existing equipment investments, while enabling
integration with a large variety of systems. AIE controllers offer the perfect
solution for small and large facilities, remote sites, and for distributing control
and monitoring throughout all facilities.
See the data, use the data, share the data: Alerton Energy Dashboard
Dashboards are an increasingly popular, effective and easy way to view and
monitor building data all in one place, as well as share that data—and the
results of an owner’s LEED and other sustainability initiatives—with building
tenants and visitors. The Alerton Energy Dashboard provides a templatebased EMS-integrated solution that can save users significant setup time
and labor, and reduce building operating costs. The Dashboard Configurator
enables users to set up and customize their pages to view.
The industry’s easiest to use tool set: VisualLogic®
Alerton’s VisualLogic is a productivity tool for developing, editing, testing
and troubleshooting DDC and offers several features designed to reduce
engineering time and costs, increase productivity, and save time in the field.
The VisualLogic toolkit includes a wet bulb calculator, polynomial, natural and
base 10 logarithms, nth root of X, a sunrise/sunset calculator, and many more.

The customizable and intuitive
Alerton Energy Dashboard
provides building visitors
at-a-glance building data

Smart phones and tablets enable
remote access to live, real-time
Alerton EMS data.

BCMs present a revolutionary
approach to global control and
network integration

Wireless worlds
With its AZW-5000 wireless transceiver, VisualLogic® Display and Wireless
Temperature Sensors, Alerton has complete wireless solutions that can integrate
previously disconnected portions of a facility into the centralized EMS, add control
to expensive-to-wire or hard-to-wire locations, or maintain the aesthetics in historic
or architecturally sensitive buildings where unsightly or obtrusive cabling is not an
option.
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